
S2 Wk 2 Bees Thursday 17.6.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to rewrite the problem part
of the rags to riches story

Look closely at the problem paragraphs of the original text to identify
how the author describes the characters feelings using powerful
adjectives and verbs.  Write your own problem section describing the
feelings.

Egyptian Cinderella notebook features

Maths to compare and measure
mass

Follow the smart notebook slides to revise comparing the masses on
the balances using appropriate vocabulary.  Follow MASS PPT to assess
prior knowledge.  Follow COMPARE MASS PPT.  Complete worksheets.

‘Bees Maths Sum 2 MASS SB’
‘Bees Maths MASS Sum 2 Wk1 Thu PPT.
Bees Maths COMPARE MASS Sum 2 Wk1 Thu .pptx
Bees Maths COMPARE MEASURE MASS Sum 2 Wk1 Thu
worksheets

mass
weight
comparison
kilogram
gram

DT to understand how a range
of mechanisms create
movement

Follow OakAcademy lesson 1 Year 3 Mechanisms Levers Use link
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-how-a-r
ange-of-mechanisms-create-movement-chh32r

rubber cardboard split pins blue tack mechanism
lever
slot
pivot
design brief
recycle

Friday 18.6.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English

to write the resolution and
ending to the rags to riches
story including paragraphing
and conjunctions

Read and review opening, build up and problem parts of story.  Look at
resolution and ending of original story and how the author resolves and ends
the story using paragraphing to separate TipTop changes.

Egyptian Cinderella smart notebook resolution
coordinating and
subordinating
conjunctions

Maths to measure mass in mixed units Follow MEASURE MASS Fri PPT and complete worksheets ‘Bees Maths Sum 2 MASS SB’
Bees Maths MEASURE MASS Sum 2 Wk1 Fri.pptx
Bees Maths MEASURE MASS Sum 2 Wk1 Fri worksheets

History to learn the names, dates and
facts about some significant
pharaohs

Follow the smart notebook, revise the social pyramid, discuss meaning of
word ‘pharaoh’, crowns, first pharaoh Narmer, dates BC and AD.  Task: Order
the Pharaohs using the dates starting with the largest number as the oldest
and write a fact about each one from the info on the sheets.  Check slide 30
for the answers.

Egyptians smart notebook
pharaohs list

AD Anno Domini
BC Before Christ
pharaoh

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-how-a-range-of-mechanisms-create-movement-chh32r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-how-a-range-of-mechanisms-create-movement-chh32r

